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Abstract The compression of spatial data is a promising solution to reduce the space of
data storage and to decrease the transmission time of spatial data over the Internet. This
paper proposes a new method for variable-resolution compression of vector data. Three key
steps are encompassed in the proposed method, namely, the simplification of vector data via
the elimination of vertices, the compression of removed vertices, and the decoding of the
compressed vector data. The proposed compression method was implemented and applied
to compress vector data to investigate its performance in terms of the compression ratio,
distortions of geometric shapes. The results show that the proposed method provides a
feasible and efficient solution for the compression of vector data, is able to achieve good
compression ratios and maintains the main shape characteristics of the spatial objects within
the compressed vector data.
Keywords variable-resolution . spatial data compression . error evaluation
1 Introduction
Vector map data are widely used in Mobile Geographical Information Systems (Mobile
GIS), Location Based Services (LBS), mobile computing/query, vehicle navigation, web
mapping, and so on. The storage of vector data, particularly of large scales, such as are
typically appropriate in applications with a very local outlook, has a large impact on both
transmission, rendering and response times especially for small devices with low bandwidth
and limited processing power. Typical vector data volumes encountered in detailed vector
data sets are therefore likely to prove difficult to handle on mobile devices.
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Data compression is a common approach to both decreasing the storage space required
for spatial data and to minimizing the resultant transmission times. Various sophisticated
algorithms have been implemented for the compression of raster data (e.g., remote sensing
imagery, DEMs) such as wavelet-based compression algorithms (e.g., [1]), and for the
compression of triangulated irregular network (TIN) based models (e.g., terrains). De
Floriani et al. [3] designed compact data structures for compressing the connectivity of TIN
based models. Park et al. [11] implemented an algorithm to compress TINs based on
Delaunnay triangulation. Valette and Prost [15] proposed a progressive compression
scheme for TINs based on the transformation of wavelets. Nevertheless, algorithms for
compressing raster data and TIN based models can not directly deal with the compression
of vector data because of the intrinsic complexity of topology within vector data.
During recent decades, various map generalization algorithms have been developed to
derive small scale maps from large scale source data (e.g., [16]). Map generalization
algorithms, by simplifying the representation of cartographic data, also reduce the data
storage requirements in the generalized data. However, fully automated map generalization
is still some way from being achieved [16] and a discussion of map generalization
algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, by observing the obvious truth
that generalized data volumes are smaller, it is possible to pose the question as to how we
might reduce data volumes, not by cartographically generalizing but rather by removing
extraneous detail which is not relevant to specific applications.
One potential approach to this problem is through the compression of vector data. The
aims of vector data compression methods are to:
& remove redundant geometric data;
& maintain the main shape characteristics of objects; and
& preserve consistent topology within the compressed results.
Data compression can be considered to be lossy or lossless [9]. Lossless compression
methods (e.g., Huffman coding, arithmetic coding) first detect the probability of each
symbol, and then encode them according to some coding algorithms and require a decoding
algorithm to reconstruct the original data from the compressed data. The reconstructed data
is identical to the original. For example, Huffman coding based algorithms create a
Huffman tree according to the frequency or probability of a symbol’s appearance [5] and
encode high probability symbols with low bits. Arithmetic coding based algorithms
represent each possible sequence of n symbols by a separate interval on the number line
between 0 and 1 [9]. Vector quantization (VQ) is a lossy data compression method based on
the principle of block coding. It is a fixed-to-fixed length algorithm [4]. The main principle
of VQ is as follows. Given a vector source with its known statistical properties, a distortion
measure and the number of vectors, find a dictionary (codebook) that results in the smallest
average distortion. Therefore, the procedure of VQ is to create a dictionary with S′ symbols
from the message with S symbols (S′<S) and to build a mapping between S′ and S. VQ is
widely used in the compression of images and video. Other lossy compression methods
include wavelet-based compression, which, however, would be likely to have difficulties
maintaining consistent topology within a set of lines or polygons. Shekhar et al. [14]
proposed a cluster-based method for the compression of vector data. The method constructs
a dictionary to compress the coordinate differences of adjacent vertices in polylines
according to K-means method [7] and FHM methods [13] respectively, and decodes the
original vector data based on the constructed dictionary. The FHM method requires the
sizes of a set of nested squares for the construction of a dictionary. It is clear that the sizes
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of the nested squares have an important effect on the accuracy of the compressed results.
On the other hand, the K-means method follows a simple method to classify a given data
set through some selected k clusters fixed a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids,
one for each cluster. These centroids should be placed in an intelligent way because
different locations cause different results. As a result, the dictionary constructed by K-
means method is very sensitive to the prerequisite conditions (e.g., the number of clusters,
the initial positions of clusters), which might make the accuracy of the compressed results
difficult to control. Secondly, the method of Shekhar et al. [14] may have difficulties in
maintaining consistent topology within the compressed results. For example, suppose that
one vertex is shared by two lines. The shared vertex may have different coordinates in the
two compressed lines as the method of Shekhar et al. [14] compresses the coordinate
differences of adjacent vertices without considering topological relationships within objects.
On the other hand, a lot of algorithms were developed to measure polygonal approximation
based on dynamic programming [6, 10, 12]. These algorithms aim at finding a subset of the
original vertices to represent a polygonal curve and maintaining an optimal approximation
of the polygonal curve. These algorithms can be applied to compress polygonal curves.
However, they might have difficulties to maintain topological consistency of a set of
polygonal curves (e.g., vector map data) as the topology between the polygonal curves
might change after compression.
This paper proposes a new method for the variable-resolution compression of vector data
with error control. The proposed method is a lossy compression method and aims to compress
vector data while preserving consistent topology. Following the introduction, the framework
and the implementation of the multi-resolution compression method are presented in the “2”
section. The “3” section presents a set of methods to evaluate the quality of the compressed
results in terms of the positional errors of the vertices and measurement of distortions in
individual objects. The “4” section illustrates the experimental results before a discussion of
the method’s possibilities is set out at the end of the paper.
2 Framework of the variable-resolution compression method
The method presented here aims to reduce the volume of vector data transmitted through
compression, whilst simultaneously maintaining the main geometric characteristics of the
data and attempting to preserve topology. The method described is intended for use on
spaghetti data (that is without any explicit topology) representing lines and polygons.
Datasets containing points can also be processed, but the points themselves will not be
modified by the algorithm. It is assumed that within the spaghetti data each object Oi
consists of a set of vertices Vj where i is a unique id referring to the object and j is an
ordered vertex. Furthermore, a table storing the degree of each vertex must also be created,
together with the objects with which it is associated.
Our compression method can be broadly described as follows:
& Identification of candidate vertices for removal by applying the rules of Yang et al.
[18]—these rules prevent topological inconsistencies from occurring when vertices
are removed from the original geometry.
& Calculation of the displacement of removed vertices from simplified geometry and
storage in a table together with their associated object ID i and position j in the
original object. The identification of candidate vertices for removal and calculation
of their displacements is described in the “2.1” section.
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& Based on the displacements calculated, removed vertices are assigned to a TIN and
then clustered according to their displacement from the original geometry.
& Entries in the table describing vertex displacements are replaced with a single
reference to the cluster to which they belong. Generation of the TIN, clustering and
calculation of the dictionary are described in the “2.2” section.
& Finally, a decoding method is implemented on the client side to decompress the
compressed data and described in the “2.3” section.
2.1 Identifying and ranking candidate vertices for removal
The first step in the compression method is to identify potential vertices for removal. In order to
meet our joint aims of preserving geometry and topology, we apply the method of Yang et al.
[18] to select and rank vertices for removal. The method as implemented was designed for
progressive transmission of vector data, a subtly different problem where the client receives
first a skeleton of the data, then increasing detail until either the user terminates downloading
or the complete original dataset is delivered. The basic procedure is as follows:
1. For every Oi, calculate the triangle area formed by every Vj−1, Vj, Vj+1
2. Rank the resulting vertices for removal according to increasing triangle area
3. For every vertex, check whether it may be flagged for removal or not, according to the
following rules :
(a) Start and end vertices of line objects may not be removed
(b) If a vertex is the only vertex shared by two objects it may not be removed
(c) If a vertex is shared by more than two objects it may not be removed
(d) If vertex removal results in intersection between objects where none previously
existed, it may not be removed
The first three rules are easily tested by checking the table associated with the original
geometry. However, the final rule requires that new geometry can be calculated and tested
for self-intersection or changes in the topological relationships between objects. To
maximize the efficiency of these checks the bounding box of the segment associated with
the removed vertex (i.e. the segment formed by Vj−1, Vj+1) is calculated and only the
topology of objects lying within this region checked.
The result of this process is a set of vertices Wk whose removal will not change the
topology of the original dataset ranked according to their order of removal and a set of
irremovable vertices Xl. which form a skeleton of the original geometry (Xl∉Wk; Wk∈Vj;
Xl∈Vj) This process is identical to that described in Yang et al. [18], with the exception that
independent objects of some given minimum size are not removed.
Having identified and ranked available vertices for removal, a table is constructed in which
are stored the verticesWk, the position j of the vertex in the original geometry, and the object i
with the vertex is associated. For each vertex Wk the displacement of the vertex from the
original geometry is calculated as follows and stored in the table as illustrated in Fig. 1:
$xk ¼ xj  xj1 þ xjþ1
 
2 ð1Þ
$yk ¼ yj  yj1 þ yjþ1
 
2 ð2Þ
where Vj∈Oi and Vj=Vk
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2.2 Compressing the vertex displacements
We compress the data by replacing the individual entries referring to displaced vertices in
the table described above (Fig. 1) with a dictionary in which references to displaced vertices
are replaced with a single reference to a cluster describing “average” vertex displacement.
Many existing algorithms, for example K-means, could be applied to form clusters but most
existing methods require some parameters which cannot be easily related to geometric
constraints (i.e. the number of clusters required or initial cluster positions). We therefore
propose using a clustering method based on a geometric criterion—the distance of the
individual vertex displacements (Δxk, Δyk) from one another. The clustering algorithm
allocates vertices to the dictionary as follows:
& ATIN is generated, where each vertex represents a vertex displacement in the table
and TIN edges therefore represent the difference in displacement between edges
& TIN vertexes are allocated to clusters, where all vertices within a threshold distance
of one another are allocated to the same cluster
& Clustered vertices are then allocated an entry in the dictionary, where clustered
vertices are represented by a single displacement vertex which minimizes the
resulting positional errors
& Vertices which do not belong to any cluster are retained as individual values in the
dictionary
The generation of the TIN is carried out using a dividing and conquering algorithm [2].
Having generated a TIN, some edge with a length of less than the threshold distance is
identified as a seed point, and the two associated vertices are allocated to a cluster. The left
and right triangles of the original edge are then traversed, and the distance of every new
vertex to every vertex already in the cluster calculated. If this distance is less than the
threshold distance, then the new vertex is added to the cluster, and the associated triangles
recursively traversed until no further cluster members are identified. At this point, the
cluster is complete, and the associated vertices and edges can be deleted from the TIN. The
algorithm continues until only edges longer than the threshold distance remain, and
therefore no further clusters can be identified. The remaining vertices are simply allocated
to the dictionary.
Finally, members of clusters are allocated a single displacement value which minimizes
the positional error of the individual vertices by identifying a cluster vertex which
minimizes the sum of the squared differences between the original displacement vertices
and the cluster vertex. The positions of cluster vertices were decided by dynamic
programming. The overall procedure of clustering generation is illustrated in Fig. 2.
remove 
order 
displacement of
removed 
vertices 
object 
id 
position in
associated 
object 
No.1 Δ Δ
Δ Δ
x4, y4 1
No.2 x5, y5 1
4
5
Line = (v1,v2, v3,v4, v5, v6,v7)
Line'  = (v1,v2, v3, v6,v7)
v1
v7
v1
v7
Fig. 1 The storage of the displacement of removed vertices during removing vertices
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2.3 Decoding of the compressed vector data
To reconstruct the original polygons or polylines, we implement a decoder to decode the
compressed vector data. Compressed vector data consists of a simplified version of the
original vector data, a table of the coordinate increments, and a dictionary. The simplified
version is represented by a simple spaghetti model consisting of vertices, lines and
polygons, which can be considered to be vertices, open chains of vertices and closed chains
of vertices respectively. Moreover, each line or polygon has a unique id. The implemented
decoder reads the simplified version into memory before traversing the table of the
coordinate increments row by row to retrieve the index in the dictionary, the positional
w1
w2
w4
w3
g  generating clusters
positions 
c  clustering generation b  triangles recursive traverse
3v 5v
8v7v6v1v
10v
12v11v
2v
9v 4v
a  displacement of removed
vertices
f  cluster vertex generation e  clustering generation d  triangles recursive traverse 
entry 
id 
entry mapping 
1 1 v1
2 2  v2
3 3  v3, v5, v6, v7, v8
4 4  v
w
w
w
w 4, v9, v10, v11, v12
h  dictionary generation
Fig. 2 Clustering generation and storage from the displacement of removed vertices according to a distance
threshold
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order in and the id of the associated polygon or polyline of the coordinate increment. Then,
the decoder calculates the coordinates of the removed vertex according to the coordinate
increment and its positional order and retrieves the corresponding polygons or polylines
from the simplified version according to the id of polygon or polyline. Finally, the decoder
inserts the removed vertex into the vertex chain of corresponding polygons or polylines at a
specified position according to its positional order. Once all the rows in the table of the
coordinate increments are traversed, the compressed vector data is decoded, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.
3 Methods for evaluating positional errors and distortions
The proposed compression method decodes the vector data according to the constructed
dictionary. As many entries in the dictionary are generated from clusters and therefore
encompass positional errors, compressed lines and polygons will be distorted. In assessing
whether the algorithm has met the aims set out in the introduction, that is to say to compress
vector data whilst maintaining shape characteristics and preserving topology, it is possible
to both qualitatively and quantitatively compare the original data with the decompressed
data after the lossy algorithm has been applied.
The compressed vector data can be visually inspected to compare the similarity of
geometric shapes and to check for topological problems (e.g., self-intersection).
Furthermore, quantitative measurement can be employed to quantify the distortion of
polylines and polygons. McMaster [8] proposed a set of methods to evaluate the distortion
of simplified lines, namely, length, density, angularity, and curvilinearity. In this study, we
measured length change of lines to evaluate the distortions of the compressed lines,
expressed as Eq. 3.
Ldistortion ¼ L0  L00Þ
.
L0

ð3Þ
where L0 is the length of the original line, L
0
0 is the length of the compressed line.
As the implemented decoder decodes the compressed lines by retrieving all the removed
vertices, the numbers of reconstructed lines is identical to that of the original dataset.
Therefore, there are no changes in density and curvilinearity of the compressed lines. The
measurement of area change of polygon is a feasible solution for the evaluation of
distortion of polygon before and after simplification in cartographic generalization. We
adopt Eq. 4 to measure the distortion of the compressed polygons, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
remove 
order 
entry id in the 
dictionary 
object id position in 
associated 
object 
No.1 1 1 1
No.2 2 3 3
No.3 .. n1  m
….. …. …. ….
No.n .. m k
entry id entry 
1 w1
2 w2
3 w3
n wn
decode order
Fig. 3 Decoding of the compressed data according to the dictionary
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According to Eq. 4, the smaller the value of Sdistortion the better quality of the compression
result is.
Sdistortion ¼ S A \ Bþ A \ B
 
S Að Þ ð4Þ
where A and B denote the original polygon and compressed polygon respectively.
Secondly, positional errors of vertices are an important criterion to evaluate the
distortions of the compressed polygons or polylines. We calculate the RMSE (root mean
square error) of vertex positions to measure the positional distortions of the compressed
vector data. In light of the procedure of constructing the dictionary, the larger the value of
the distance threshold the higher the compression ratio that can be achieved and the larger
the resultant RMSE value.
XRMSE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pn
i¼1
x
0
i  xij j
2
n
vuuut
YRMSE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pn
i¼1
y
0
i  yij j
2
n
vuuut
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð5Þ
where n is the total number of vertices in a vector data, (xi, yi) is the original vertex, x
0
i; y
0
i
 
is the vertex decoded by the entries of the dictionary.
4 Experimental study
In order to assess the compression method’s success, we present here an experimental study
for two datasets, a polygonal dataset representing administrative boundaries in Canada and
a linear dataset representing a hydrographic dataset (Table 1).
The experimental datasets were compressed according to the methods described in the
“2” section for a range of distance thresholds and decoded to allow assessment of the
effectiveness of the algorithm. It should be noted that only steps in the algorithm before
original boundary compressed boundary
Fig. 4 The distortion measure-
ment of compressed polygon
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clustering must be repeated for different distance thresholds—the identification of candidate
vertices for removal, calculation of their displacements and generation of the TIN are
independent of the distance threshold and need only be carried out once on a given dataset.
We present a number of quantitative and qualitative measures of the effectiveness of the
algorithm, together with a comparison of the algorithm with two commonly used
compression methods.
Our first criterion for effectiveness is based on the ratio of compression achieved, which
as illustrated in the “3” section is a function of the distance threshold chosen (since with
different distance thresholds the number of clusters stored in the dictionary is reduced).
Compression performance for the two datasets is illustrated in Tables 2 and 3. In each case,
we illustrate results for topologically acceptable cases and one value of a distance threshold
(500 and 20 m for the polygonal and linear data respectively) where topological problems,
as defined by importing the data into ArcMap and checking for self-intersections, occurred.
The RMSE values for x and y coordinates for different value of the distance threshold are
also shown in Tables 2 and 3. In both cases, most vertices are potential candidates for entry
in the dictionary (in other words, they are not topologically important vertices)—98% of
vertices in the case of the polygonal and 90% of vertices in the case of the linear data.
However, the compression achieved is a function not of this initial step, but rather of the
number of coordinate increments then stored in the dictionary. Thus, the total volume of the
compressed dataset consists of the core set of vertices, the topological information
associated with the removed vertices and the dictionary itself. Thus, for example with a
distance threshold of 1 m the ratio of compression is 62% and the RMSEs of the x and y
coordinates are 0.16 m. For a larger distance threshold of 5 m the ration of compression
increases to 71.5% and the RMSEs of the x and y coordinates to about 7.5 m.
We measured the time costs of encoding and decoding of the proposed compression
method based on the experimental datasets. In light of the steps of the proposed
compression method, three steps are encompassed to encode a vector data, namely,
simplification, generation of clusters and dictionary entries. Hence, we measured the time
costs in the two steps respectively to calculate the overall time costs of encoding an original
vector. To decode a compressed vector, the proposed compression method first reads the
simplified version of an original vector and associated topology of coordinate increments
into memory, then traverses the coordinate increments row by row in the dictionary. Hence,
the time cost of decoding a compressed vector is the sum of time costs in the above two
steps. The time of encoding and decoding of the proposed compression method was
measured in a Laptop with 512 MB memory and Pentium IV CPU. Table 4 shows that the
generation of clustering vertices occupies a large proportion time particularly a large
distance threshold is set. For example, it takes 33.97 s to generate clusters with a distance
threshold of 500 m and the overall encoding time is 37.21 s.
By comparing our method to “standard” compression algorithms, it is possible to get a
sense of whether these compression ratios can be considered to be adequate. In Table 4 we
illustrate compression ratios achieved by GZIP and arithmetic coding methods. Arithmetic
coding, a lossless compression method, is a method of encoding data using a variable
Table 1 Statistics of the experimental datasets
Data sets The number
of features
The number
of vertices
Data volumes (kb) Data set
extent (km)
Nominal data
precision (m)
Polygonal dataset 245 81,553 2,755 5,600×4,700 ±100
Linear dataset 2,717 60,830 1,442 134×167 ±24
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number of bits. The number of bits used to encode each symbol varies according to the
probability assigned to that symbol. Low probability symbols use many bits and high
probability symbols use fewer bits. Both our method and arithmetic coding methods also
require the implementation of a decoder on the client device. It is clear that our method
achieves similar or better values of compression ratio in comparison to standard methods
with, as will be discussed later, the added advantage that the displacement of removed
vertices can be retrieved incrementally from our dictionary (this is not the case for
arithmetic coding methods)
Our third set of measures of the effectiveness of the algorithms concern distortions in the
original geometries. For topologically correct compressed datasets we measured the
percentage changes in area for each polygon and of line length for a range of distance
thresholds. Figure 5 shows box plots for the percentage distortions in polygon area and
Fig. 6 for those in line length as a function of the distance threshold selected, where red line
denotes the maximum the percentage distortions in polygon area and line length
respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the area distortions of 98% of the polygons
are less than 2%. Figure 6 shows that the length distortions of 90% of the polylines are less
than 4%.
Table 4 The comparison of compression ratio
Dataset/data volume (kb) Compression method Compressed data volume (kb) Compression ratio (%)
Polygonal dataset (2,755) Gzip 1,168 57.6
Arithmetic coding
methods
1,252.42 54.5
The proposed method
(threshold=5 m)
993.63 63.9
Linear dataset (1,442) Gzip 547.98 62.0
Arithmetic coding
methods
663.32 54.1
The proposed method
(threshold=5 m)
561.13 61.1
Table 3 Compression performance (e.g. times of encoding and decoding, compression ratio) of the proposed
compression method
Encoding Decoding (s) (T2)
Time of removing
vertices (s) (t0)
Time of clustering
and dictionary generation (s) (t1)
Encoding time
costs (s) (T1=t0+t1)
3.24 3.73 6.97 34.04
4.91 8.15 33.88
6.61 9.85 33.68
13.67 16.91 33.70
33.97 37.21 33.92
1.12 2.92 4.04 0.45
4.02 5.14 0.36
6.19 7.31 0.75
7.95 9.07 0.72
21.25 22.37 0.79
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Finally, we present visualizations of the compressed data for qualitative inspection.
Figure 7 show the original and compressed polygonal data with a distance threshold of
25 m, where effectively no differences are visible, and a zoomed in area of the figure to
illustrate the magnitude of difference. Figure 8 illustrates the hydrological dataset with a
distance threshold of 10 m.
5 Discussion
In the “4” section we presented a set of results to illustrate the effectiveness and limitations
of our approach. Qualitative comparisons of the original data and decoded compressed data
illustrate clearly that changes in the data are small for relatively large distance thresholds.
Furthermore, we achieve values of compression ratio, which are as good or better than
standard methods, with the added advantage that our method allows progressive decoding.
Finally, the RMSEs of the reconstituted points are small (though it should be noted that this
is only with respect to the vertices, which are reconstructed) and the distortions in shape are
also limited as illustrated by the box plots in Figs. 5 and 6.
As stated above, a key advantage of our method is that it is possible to retrieve
coordinate increments incrementally. This means that the decoder can be implemented to
select according to the order of storage in the dictionary and thus data can be visualized and
Fig. 5 The distortion of areas of compressed polygons with different distance thresholds
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queried even before the whole dataset is read into memory. This aspect of our approach is
analogous to that of progressive vector transmission [18], but it is important to note the key
difference—here we are delivering a dataset whose volume has been reduced through a
lossy algorithm—that is to say we can never reconstruct the original geometry. On the other
hand, the proposed method is able to compress vector data at variable resolutions when
different distance thresholds are specified. However, the proposed method does not
currently support spatial tiling, which might be necessary for mobile visualizations.
The use of a decoder also means that the real data volume associated with this
compression method should include that associated with the decoder for one off downloads.
However, the decoder is computationally simple, fast and could easily be integrated into a
range of applications allowing, for example, mobile devices to more successfully deal with
large volumes of vector data.
The key weakness in our method concerns the selection of a suitable distance threshold.
This has three key implications. Firstly, the overall data compression ratio is dependent on
the chosen distance threshold. Secondly, the distortion of the original data is a function of
the distance threshold. For many applications, it is likely that not the mean, but the
maximum (i.e. worst case) distortion should be used to select a suitable distance threshold.
By playing off the compression ratio against distortion it is likely that suitable empirical
thresholds can be generated. It is clear from the two examples given that the distance
threshold is a function of the original dataset’s precision, and by examining more datasets it
Fig. 6 The distortion of lengths of compressed polylines with different distance thresholds
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should be possible to make recommendations for distance thresholds for given dataset
qualities. The third and most serious implication concerns the topological consistency of the
dataset. The algorithm as implemented only allows detection of self-intersections during the
decoding process. Once again these are a function of the distance threshold chosen, but as
illustrated in Tables 2 and 3 they can have widely varying values for relatively similar data
(500 and 25 m respectively). More empirical work is required to identify distance
thresholds, which do not lead to self-intersection.
In the current study, we adopted a simple solution to overcome potential self-
intersections. Suppose that a self-intersection occurs to a polygon or a polyline when an
entry (x, y) in the dictionary is employed to decode the original polygon or polyline. The
entry is generated from a cluster, in other words, it is not the original vertex of the polygon
or the polyline. Therefore, the original vertex corresponding to the entry will be inserted
into the dictionary as a new entry. The self-intersection will then be overcome. Our method
can only check topology inconsistencies at the second step, namely the decoding of vector
data. Therefore, the solution is feasible for the preservation of consistent topology only
when the encoding and decoding of vector data is not executed on the fly. However, such a
solution would be adequate for many compression tasks where the same compressed data
are likely to be downloaded many times, since these checks need only be carried out once.
the original map
Fig. 7 The original map and compressed maps (polygonal dataset)
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Fig. 7 (continued)
the compressed map (distance threshold=25m)
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6 Conclusions
Vector data are widely used in LBS, vehicle navigation, web-mapping, and mobile
visualizations. The compression of vector data is central to mobile visualizations, Internet
transmission, and interactive visualizations because of increasing data volumes, narrow
network bandwidths, and limited screen sizes [17]. In this paper, we propose and implement
a new method to progressively compress vector data.
Two datasets were selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed compression
method in terms of the compression ratio, the positional errors, and the geometric
distortion. The experimental results show that the proposed compression method is able to:
& preserve consistent topology within the compressed results for a correctly selected
distance threshold;
& compress vector data at different compression ratios according to varied require-
ments; and
& achieve a reasonable balance between the compression ratio and the distortions of
geometric shapes.
Further research will focus on developing recommendations for distance thresholds for
different datasets and the integration of the compression method and the progressive
transmission of spatial data for the improvement of transmission efficiencies of spatial data
in web environments. Secondly, further research will extend the methodology to support
the original map
Fig. 8 The original map
and compressed maps
(polyline dataset)
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the compressed map (distance threshold=10m)
Fig. 8 (continued)
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spatial tiling/segmentation, which is necessary for some applications (e.g., mobile
visualizations).
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